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FRONTIERS
An Honest Partisan
LAsT vear the Foundation for Economic Education restored
to print a minor classic, Libew lirm, written in 1927 by
Ludwig von Mises ( r88r-r973), the Austrian economist
who came from S"·itzerland to the United States in 1940,
where he lectured widely and conducted seminars in economics at New York University. (The book is available at
$9.95 in paperback.) In this work Mises is a campaigner
for the original meaning of Liberalism as developed in
England in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The value of this book (he wrote many others) lies
in its clarity and the integrity of the author who writes
throughout from a moral point of view. In his Preface
to the English edi~ion which came out in 1962, Mises made
dear his purpose-to revive the original meaning of
"Liberalism":
Today the tenets of this nineteenth-century philosophy of
liberalism are almost forgotten. In continental Europe it is
remembered only by a few. In England the term "liberal"
is mostly used to signify a program that only in details differs
from the totalitarianism of the socialists. In the United States
"liberalism" means today a set of ideas and political postulates that in every regard are the opposite of all that liberalism meant to the preceding generations. The American selfstyled liberal aims at government omnipotence, is a resolute
foe of free enterprise, and advocates all-round planning by
the authorities, i.e., socialism. These "liberals" are anxious
to emphasize that they disapprove of the Russian dictator's
policies not on account of their socialistic or communistic
character but merely on account of their imperialistic tendencies. Every measure aiming at confiscating some of the
assets of those who own more than the average or at restricting the rights of the owners of property is considered as
liberal and progressive. Practically unlimited discretionary
power is vested in government agencies the decisions of
which are exempt from judicial review.

In his introduction, Mises candidly admits that liberalism is materialistic, being solely concerned with man's
material welfare, with no direct interest in "inner, spiritual
and metaphysical needs." "It does not promise men happiness and contentment, but only the most abundant possible satisfaction of all those desires that can be satisfied
by the things of the outer world." He declares: "The most
serious error of liberalism has been that it has had nothing
to offer man's deeper and nobler aspirations,'' providing
this justification:
It is not from a disdain of spiritual goods that liberalism
concerns itself exclusively with man's material well-being,
but from a conviction that what is highest and deepest in
man cannot be touched by any outward regulation. It seeks
to produce only outer well-being because it knows that inner,
spiritual riches cannot come to man from without, but only
from within his own heart.

But having said this, Mises seldom reminds us of its
fundamental truth. He is for uninhibited capitalist en-

terprise, on the ground that when free enterprise is pursued without government interference, everyone benefits.
" It is thanks to those liberal ideas that still remain alive in
our society, to what yet survives in it of the capitalist system, that the great mass of our contemporaries can enjoy
a standard of living far above that which just a few generations ago was possible only to the rich and especially
privileged." Critics claim " that all progress in the techniques of production redounds to the exclusive benefit
of a favored few, while the masses sink ever more deeply
into misery," but Mises makes this reply:
However, it requires only a moment's reflection to realize
that the fruits of all technological and industrial innovations
make for an improvement in the satisfaction of the wants of
the great masses .. .. The development of the clothing industry, the mechanization of shoe production, and improvements in the processing and distribution of foodstuffs have,
by their very nature, benefitted the widest public. It is thanks
to these industries that the masses today are far better
clothed and fed than ever before.

The contention of this book is that capitalism is by far
the best system for satisfying the needs of a mass society
of consumers. Written in 1927, one could say that the argument was justified, since in those days the methods of
mass production were not yet deliberately turned to the
decline in quality that we now recognize in many lines of
manufactured goods. This is not to suggest that some other
way of supervising production would be any better, but to
point out that the drive of competition in the market place
is no more of a moralizing influence than the decrees of a
socialist dictator. The principle of freedom, which is the
guiding idea of the liberal philosophy-specifically, freedom from government control or regulation-does have
its benefits, but it also has its excesses, and while government may prove ineffectual as a remedy for those excess.es,
this is not a sufficient reason for ignoring the abuses whiCh
develop in a capitalistic society. Mises claims only that the
political remedies don't work, which seems true enough.
What seems entirely missing in the liberal school of
thought-divorced as it is from mo~al principles a~d _aspirations-is recognition that there IS a. wa~ of thm~m~
about economics which grows out of ethiCal tdeas. Th1s 1s
the Gandhian view, in which no government coercion is
involved, but only the moral perceptions of the people
themselves. There is only one kind of restraint that works,
and that is self-restraint. As E. F. Schumacher put it in
one of his early writings:
The materialist's idea of progress is an idea of progress
witho11t limit . . . . Economics, as taught today throughout
the world- before the iron curtain and behind-recognizes
no limit of any kind. It is, therefore, the Economics of Materialism and nothing else. There is implicit in it a purely
materialist view of life, and it is inseparable from this vi~
of life.

Schumacher argued that economic activity should be
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I knew what I was doing, yes, I knew,
The time I sinned: I do acknowledge it.
Man's cure invented misery for myself.
But penalties not these did I expect:
To see myself rotting beneath the sky,
The lonely tenant of this lifeless peak.
The gift of full self-consciousness and the resources it
made available to humans were not a part of the program
of Zeus, who wanted them to remain pliable subjects dependent only on impulse and desire, without the powers
of reflection and imagination for innovation. So Prometheus was shackled on Mount Caucasus, his liver torn daily
by the vultures of passion and appetite. Yet his knowledge
made him uncompromising; being a thinker, he could wait
until the day, thousands of years hence, when Zeus would
be reconciled and become the colleague and friend of Prometheus. This is the promethean doctrine of salvation,
repeated again and again by writers of imagination. As
Kay Boyle has said in her most recent book:
To the recalcitrant who may, quite paradoxically, accept
the miracle of Christianity while rejecting the inner world
created by the mind of man, I tell the following anecdote:
My friend, a French painter and Resistance fighter, was
put in a concentration camp by the Nazis. Every evening
during his long incarceration, he and two or three of his
fellow prisoners created a world to which their jailers had
no access. Entirely by means of conversation and gestures,
they dressed for dinner in immaculate white shirts that did
not exist, and placed, at times with some difficulty because
of the starched material that wasn't there, pearl or ruby studs
and cuff links in those shirts.
On the evenings that they saw themselves as men of letters,
they quoted from the great poets while they dined, reciting
all the lines they could remember of Homer, Dante, Milton,
and Shakespeare. If they were scientists, at least one among
based on using the materials and skills at hand, and improving them, and being satisfied with the result. This
means doing without some things, while enjoying others.
~aterial thin$s are of real importance-for a person, a
f~tly, or a natiOn--only "up to a point." So we can distinguish. three economic conditions: misery, sufficiency, and
sur~e1t. Of these, two are bad for a person, a family, or a
nat1~~-and only one, suffi~iency, is go?d. Economic ''progress IS good only to the p01nt of suffioency; beyond that, it
is evil, destructive, uneconomic. ...
Who will decide when the point of sufficiency has been
reached? There can be only one authority on this-the
individual human being. Cultural tradition may help the
individual to decide, but it cannot compel him. As Schumacher said: "Self-imposed limits, voluntary restraint, conscious limitation-those are the life-giving and life-preserving forces." No system of external control will ever
prove satisfactory. Yet when excesses and abuses become
rampant, controls are bound to be attempted. Mises
teaches the importance of freedom, but not the necessity
of self-restraint in economic enterprise. Learning it from
the market takes too long, except on a small scale. World
marke~s tend to bring disaster ev~rywhere. We ~ugges ~
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them would be a Nobel prize winner, and they would discuss
da Vinci and Spengler and Einstein. The words they spoke
were real, if nothing else was, and the lonely courage that
other men have expressed gave them the courage to survive.
Without the pain of the loss of their freedom, the
Resistance fighters would probably not have fabricated
those dreams, made vivid by the intensity of their desire to
be free. Yet there are other ways in which we live in the
structures of what we are capable of imagining, and without this capacity we would still be the mindless creatures
on whom Prometheus took pity. We have an illustration
in geometry, which depends upon an ideal world of perfect
lines, forms, and shapes. As Louis Halle says in Men and

Nations:
We accept the straight line as a concept of perfection that
exists only in the imagination. We assume that the mark on
the paper represents an attempt to imitate it with necessarily
imperfect results.... The straight line, as we have defined
it, presents itself to our minds as an elemental concept in
nature, while the shape that corresponds exactly to the mark
on the paper has no such standing.... The true concept has
that regularity which makes it susceptible of expression in
terms of simple formula-definition. The false lacks this
quality. It represents no logic....
I conclude that we have in our minds, as a matter of
nature, a pattern of logical order that finds its expression
in certain elemental concepts.... In human creation, the
idea always comes first. The man who draws a straight line
has the idea before he begins drawing. The sculptor has the
idea of his statue before he addresses himself to the block
of stone. When Robespierre assumed direction of the French
Revolution he had an idea of the society which he meant to
produce. No one undertakes any act of creation without a
prior idea of what it is that he wants to create. ...
It is only by falling short of a standard of perfection in
the mind that anything can be imperfect. In the very act of
saying that a line is not perfectly straight we proclaim the
existence of an idea, of the perfectly straight line that can
have no material embodiment. It follows that the world of
ideas is fundamental.
This-that the world of ideas is fundamental-is the
conception that seems to be slowly reviving in our time.
It began, one might say, with Sigmund Freud, who, in a
somewhat perverse way, saw the necessity of recognizing
the complexity of human motivation and divided the human psyche up into id, ego, and superego, yet admitted
that he had neglected the spirit and limited his theorizing
to the "basement" of human life. But then, as Ira Progoff
points out in The Death and Rebirtb of Psychology, Adler,
Jung, and Rank, who had been Freud's most eminent followers, pursued independent researches which "led them
to a realization of the fundamentally spiritual nature of
man." Jung spoke of the development of the human being
to "individuation" of the "Self"an abstract phrase to describe his effort to experience the
cosmos psychologically by means of symbols. And Rank
studied it as "the will to immortality," which meant to him
man's inherent need to live in the light of eternity.
While these transformations in psychology were going
on, a host of scholars were calling attention to the depths
of Platonic and Eastern philosophy, with book after book
coming out on symbolism,. many of them with great appeal
to t~e gener~l read~r. !nba~ sages of b?th the American
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life, ;hile the ideas of Karma (the moral law) and Reincarnation were spreading throughout the Western world.
Even the physicists found in Einstein a liberation from the
mechanist formulas that had ruled all thinking in science
for so long, and consciousness was admitted to be at the
foundation of nature.
We are, it is now declared, only secondarily physical
beings; basically we·are moral and intellectual intelligences
whose inner life is the creator of both present and future.
This is the thinking that is slowly filtering into the mind
of the times, and will play a large part in the life and decisions of centuries to come. The imagination shaped our
past and will be the architect of the future, the maker of
what will come into being for all mankind.
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terms would appear to offer prima facie evidence not only of
a profound failure in the understanding of justice, but more
profoundly of a fatal impairment of h11manitas.

For, he continues,
There are certain deeds that cry out to heaven. These deeds
are not only an outrage to our moral sense, they seem to
violate a fundamental awareness of the constitution of our
humanity. In this way, these deeds are not only evil, but
monstrously evil.

Strong words-which many will feel have no applicability whatever to bioscientific methodology. Yet choosing
to inflict deliberate cruelty on defenseless animals, regardless of the animal experimenter's motives, is outrageously
immoral and, as many pages of Jon Wynne-Tyson's dictionary reveal, has been condemned as evil by those who
have known that men can, and must, live on a higher
spiritual plane than that which bioscientists engaged in
this practice now occupy.
If, as Emerson is purported to have believed, evil is
good in the making, a prerequisite for an increasingly
moral world is knowledge of the nature and extent of the
evils in it. And when we become fully acquainted with a
particular evil, what, then, should be our response to the
evildoer?
Berger speaks of monstrously evil deeds that demand
not only condemnation but damnation in a religious sense
as well because
.. . the doer not only puts himself outside the community
of men; he also separates himself in a final way from a moral
order that transcends the human, and thus invokes a retribution that is more than human.

Desire for justice of this kind is understandable when
personal acquaintance with man's colossal capacity for evil
overwhelms the mind and righteous anger is intent upon
retaliation and vengeance.
Examples of more positive religious attitudes towards
justice are known, and these can be expected to dominate
the new age. World consciousness may soon wish to extend its concept of justice to include the evolutionary hope
that however long ethical enlightenment may take, the
soul of the evildoer is destined to undergo repentance and
moral transformation. An example of this kind of thinking comes to mind which I became acquainted with at a
meeting of theosophists some years ago but whose source

now escapes me. It consists of a short prayer to the powers
of Love, a word which my own mind quickly replaced with
the word Good without, I believe, changing the religious
significance of the prayer. The modified version then
becomes
0 Powers of Good, we pledge to you our faithfulness,
Knowing that only good can redeem the world.
We invoke your blessing upon all who strive to serve you;
We invoke your blessing upon all who have to endure
suffering,
That they may joyfully discover their enfoldment in your
goodness
Even in the midst of their afflictions.
We invoke your blessing upon all who willfully inflict
suffering,
That they may be moved to return to you and serve you.

The last two lines, which I have long pondered, now
appear as particularly applicable to all those who are unrepentantly abusing defenseless animals and thereby rapidly narrowing man's circle of compassion. However, when
one is convinced that an extended circle is an evolutionary
imperative, one can visualize its taking form as animal
abusers recognize that their potential nobility within has
a divine source.
CATHERINE ROBERTS
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be written, they will be written out of the same resources of
talent and discipline and character and delight as always, and
not by institutional coercion.

Another aspect of teaching:
Correct discipline brings us into alignment with natural
process, which has no explicit or deliberate concern for the
future. We do not eat, for instance, because we want to live
until tomorrow, but because we are hungry today and it satisfies us to eat.

People forget, or have never noticed, that children are
like that. They are not goal-oriented, but live very much
in the now. Not until they are older will they work seriously for future rewards. So it is that good teachers have
found out that when something new is introduced to children, they need to have plenty of time for just "messing
around'' with it, instead of using it, as we say, productively. They play with typewriters before they want to
begin "communicating" with them. John Holt noticed
this with his cello. Children wanted just to handle it, not
play it. But primary grade teachers are driven to achieve
ends and may overlook the essential "messing around" or
play stage-the child's way of "living in the eternal."
A poet could not write a poem in order to earn a place in
literary history. His place in literary history is another subject and as such a distraction. He writes because he has a
poem to write, he knows how, the work pleases him, and he
has forgotten all else.
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